Enabling OpenACC programming on Multi-hybrid Accelerated with GPU and FPGA
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Although the GPU is main player for accelerated computation in HPC, some category of applications are not suitable for it. For example, partially poor parallelism, non-regular computation (warp divergence) or frequent inter-node communication strongly degrade the performance in parallel GPU computing. On the other hand, FPGAs have been emerging in HPC. FPGA enables us to program the logic device in true co-designing manner. On April 2019, CCS in University of Tsukuba introduced a new GPU+FPGA hybrid accelerated cluster named Cygnus[1]. However, currently users have to describe programs in two languages, CUDA for GPU and OpenCl for FPGA to utilize both devices effectively and it causes heavy effort for users. It is much better if we can provide a uniform framework to program both devices at a single code. Then we are implementing a meta-compiler to apply OpenACC[2] for both devices, based on background compilers for GPU and FPGA.

We assume to use two background compilers, PGI OpenACC compiler for GPU and OpenARC[3] compiler for FPGA. As shown in Figure 1, the meta-compiler splits the corresponding OpenACC-directed parts out of original code into two parts for GPU and FPGA. Then these parts are compiled by corresponding back-end compilers. Finally, two object files are linked to a single executable file by PGI compiler. We use Omni compiler[4] developed by RIKEN R-CCS and CCS of University of Tsukuba to implement the meta-compiler. OpenARC is a compiler to enable OpenACC for FPGA programming developed in ORNL. It translates OpenACC code in C to OpenCL with C++, then compiles OpenCL code by backend compiler, Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL.

Since the meta-compiler is under development, we applied a hand-compilation in our assumed manner from single OpenACC code, then compiled them by PGI compiler and OpenARC. To evaluate our method, we compared the performance and source code size (lines and characters) with a currently available programming method with CUDA (for GPU) and OpenCL (for FPGA). We examined a synthetic code (not real application) where GPU performs a matrix–matrix multiply, the result is transferred to FPGA, then FPGA performs a CG method by this result matrix. Figure 2 shows the comparison between our OpenACC-only way and CUDA+OpenCL for the code size (a) and (b), and execution time (c). Here, “Others” of (a) includes miscellaneous parts such as initialization, validation function, etc. It is shown that our approach can reduce the number of lines and characters in the source code to approximately 30% and 30%, respectively. However, the performance of both devices are degraded (GPU: 3.4x worse, FPGA: 1.67x worse). We need more performance tuning both on code description and compilers.
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